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Over thirty years' experience in manufacturing motor caravans, combined
with the most comprehensive market research programme, has resulted in
the new Volkswagen range of Auto-Sleeper motor caravans.
Whilst retaining the traditional skills of Cotswold craftsmanship with the
attention to detail for which our Company is renowned, the new TVident and
Trooper set the standard for others to follow.
Colour co-ordinated fabrics, quality soft furnishings and hand-crafted cabinet
work provide an ambience for which Auto-Sleepers are justly proud. Indeed,
our Volkswagen motor Caravans are unique in combining the comfort and
luxuries of home, with the practicality of a family car.
Auto-Sleepers are the only manufacturer of motor caravans to have won four
gold medals in International Coachwork competitions and the much coveted
Motor Caravan of the Year Award six times. Furthermore, on no less than four
separate occasions we have been the outright winner of the Caravan Industry
Awards — a feat unsurpassed by any other motor caravan manufacturer.
Particular attention is paid to safety. Significantly, Auto-Sleepers were the
Company selected by M A N Volkswagen to design and develop the roof
reinforcing structure; needless to say after rigorous testing in Germany it
passed with flying colours. All models naturally comply with the SMMT Motor
Caravan Construction Code; gas appliances are fitted with flame failure and
individual isolating control taps, and interior heaters are externally flued.
The mains electric input is protected by a residual current circuit device.
All foams used throughout the vehicle have fire retardant qualities, rear seat
restraint straps are fitted as standard as are head rests to both cab seats. A
fire extinguisher is also fitted.
Each model is available with either the 4 cylinder 2 litre petrol, 4 cylinder 1.9
litre or five cylinder 2.4 litre diesel engine. The
comprehensive specification of both the Trooper
and Trident is further enhanced with a heated
rear window incorporating a wash wipe facility.
All models carry the Volkswagen twelve month
unlimited mileage mechanical and paintwork
warranty as well as a six year anti-perforation
warranty. Extended cover is also available for up
to 24 months at very competitive rates. AutoSleepers and Volkswagen, who together have been
producing motor caravans for over a decade,
proudly present their latest range of motor
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Stylish Design. A motor caravan from such prestigious companies as
Auto-Sleepers and Volkswagen must indeed be something special, and the
Trident certainly sets the standard for others to follow. The aerodynamically
designed roof and stylish gutter mouldings follow the sleek contours of the
base vehicle — the result being a most elegant and eye-catching motor
caravan and arguably one of the most attractive available.
Sumptuous Interior. The interior spells luxury and epitomises the
style and attention to detail for which Auto-Sleepers are justifiably renowned.
The kitchen has a matching stainless steel sink and two burner grill, both
of which are fitted with heat resistant laminated lids allowing them to be
concealed when not in use. Below the sink is a storage cupboard with cutlery
drawer and the Electrolux gas/12v/240v refrigerator with electronic ignition
and freezer compartment. When using the mains hook-up, protection is
provided by the residual current circuit device. Adjacent to the refrigerator
is a further storage locker with two drawers below. The chemical toilet and
optional water heater are housed in the cupboards beneath.
Practical Design. Practical features abound in the Trident. The interior
layout has been designed to provide maximum floor space whilst at the same
time ensuring that all facilities fall readily to hand. At the front of the high
top roof is a central storage locker adjacent to which are two further lockers
that house the crockery and wine glasses. All are concealed behind stylish
routered hardwood doors.
Behind the cooker and the sink is a sliding window which incorporates an
intermediate locking position thus allowing ventilation with security. Roller
type flyscreens are fitted to both this window, the side sliding door and the
rear nearside window, thus ensuring privacy when required.
A comprehensively equipped electrical control panel incorporates master
switches for the 12 volt lighting system and water pump, individual fuses for
each appliance, a water level indicator, a 12 volt socket and a light indicating
when the refrigerator is operating on 12 volts.
The Trident also incorporates several innovative design features, namely, the
dual access wardrobe and detachable parcel shelf to the rear of the dinette
seat that enables valuable items to be kept out of sight.

Dinette with everything to hond.

Luxurious Living. The comfortable rear dinette is such that you can
dine or relax as you wish. Further versatility may be achieved by swivelling
the cab seat which, in conjunction with the offset table, provides an
additional dinette area.
At night the rear dinette converts, in one easy action, into a large and
comfortable double bed. A further double bed, suitable for children, is
situated in the high top roof. When not in use this may be converted into a
multi-position storage area.
Thermally lined curtains, specially selected seat fabrics with fire retardant
foams together with handcrafted edging on all cabinet work adds that final
touch of luxury. The high top roof is fully insulated and tastefully panelled
throughout. For those requiring that little added comfort, the Carver Cascade
water heater with mains hook-up facility and thermostatically controlled
blown air heating, both flued to the exterior of the vehicle, are available as
optional extras.
Highest Level of Specification. The Trident is a most comprehensively
equipped motor caravan. Its high level of specification includes full carpeting
throughout, a chemical toilet, a swivelling passenger seat and table, rear seat
restraint straps and padded steering wheel.
Externally the Trident is equally eye-catching with its contrasting coachlines,
heated rear window and wash-wipe, wheel trims and stainless steel roof rack
and ladder as standard.
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Practical Versatility. The Trooper is arguably the best of both worlds
as it embraces the high level of specification found in the Trident with the
practicality of the easy to operate elevating roof.
Lavishly Equipped. The luxury and comfort of this model begins in the
driving compartment where the seats and headrests are trimmed to match the
rear seat cushions. Thermally lined curtains and durable carpet throughout
adds that extra touch, while contoured cushions with fire retardant foams
finished in specially selected fabrics ensure total relaxation.
The main feature of the kitchen area is the Electrolux gas/12v/240v
refrigerator which is fitted with the latest electronic ignition system and
freezer compartment. Protection is provided, when using the mains electric
hook-up, by the residual current circuit device. Above the refrigerator are
the matching stainless steel sink and two burner grill/cooker which, like the
Trident have specially designed heat resistant laminated lids to enable them to
be closed away when not in use. Above the cooker and sink is a sliding window
complete with a roller type flyscreen which provides added ventilation when
required. The sliding window has an intermediate locking position thus
allowing a degree of ventilation with security. Further roller type fly screens
are fitted to the rear nearside caravan window and the side sliding door.

Upper bed is ideal for children.

Living in Comfort. The rear dinette is designed to seat two in complete
comfort. Additional versatility may be achieved by the use of the swivelling
passenger seat which in conjunction with the offset table forms a further
dinette area. To the rear of the vehicle there is a dual access wardrobe, this
being from either within or from the rear of the vehicle.
At night the dinette quickly converts, in one operation, to a large comfortable
double bed. There is also a further double bed, ideal for children, in the roof.
As with the Trident, the removable parcel shelf to the rear of the dinette
seat allows attractive items to be stored out of sight.
Superb Specification. The high level of specification of the Trooper
leaves little to be desired. A comprehensively equipped electrical control
panel incorporates master switches for the 12 volt lighting and water pump
circuits, individual fuses for each appliance, a water level indicator, battery
condition indicator, a 12 volt socket and also a light to indicate when the
refrigerator is operating on 12 volts.
Plenty of storage space is available in the large storage locker with removable
baskets. Additional storage is also available in the large drawer below the rear
seat. Crockery for four is fitted as standard in special racks and a chemical
toilet, rear seat restraint straps and wheel trims are fitted as standard.
For those who seek that added comfort, a Carver Cascade water heater with
mains hook-up is available as an option as is the thermostatically controlled
blown air heating system; both are flued to the exterior of the vehicle.
All in all, the Auto-Sleeper Trooper offers the ideal combination — a perfectly
planned, fitted and equipped interior based upon Volkswagen's precision
engineering ensuring economy, reliability and comfort.
Complete Package. The Trooper is arguably the most comprehensively
equipped elevating roof motor caravan available today. Its tasteful design
and high level of specification reflect Auto-Sleepers' 30 years experience in
the manufacturing of motor caravans combined with their desire to produce,
quite simply, the best.
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Technically Superior.

TRIDENT

Height 8'2" Width exc. mirrors d'Vt"
Length 155
'M" Width inc. mirrors 7'W
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A. Fully adjustable cab seat.
B. Fully adjustable swivelling cab seat.
C. Offset dinette table. Storage locker,
chinaware and cupboards above.
D. 2 burner/grill cooker with
refrigerator below.
E. Sink with cupboards and
drawers below.
F. Storage locker with removable
trays.
G. Dual access wardrobe with gas
locker below.
H. Parcel shelf with storage below.
I. Dinette seat with drawer below.
H & I. Convert to large double bed.
J. Table
Above H, 1 & .1 upper double bed.
K. Chemical toilet in special
cupboard.
L. Side door.
M. Stainless-steel roof rack and ladder.

The new Transporter is unique amongst commercial
vehicles in having independent suspension front and
rear.
The compact front suspension uses double wishbones
and torsion springs together with short shock
absorbers so that none of the components project into
the footwell area.
At the rear, diagonal trailing arms and coil springs are
used. Again a compact arrangement has been achieved
by mounting the shock absorbers below the floor.
The rack and pinion steering is connected to the
steering columns via universal joints and collapsible
struts so that in the event of a collision the steering
wheel cannot be pushed back towards the driver.
Disc brakes are used at the front and drum brakes at
the rear. According to model either 14 inch or 15 inch
wheels are fitted. Ventilated discs are used with 15 inch
wheels. A dual circuit system with load sensing valve
ensures that the correct brake pressure is applied over
varying load conditions.
Extensive anti-corrosion treatments are applied during
manufacture including dip-degreasing, zinc
phosphating and catopheretic priming. In addition
cavities are flooded with hot wax as a further
protection against rust.
There are 3 engine options each specially developed
to provide excellent torque and economical fuel
consumption.
Each is transversely mounted at the front where access
is enhanced by using a cleverly designed moving
radiator to make servicing as simple as possible. All
routine checks are located at the top of the engine
compartment where, a standard under-bonnet light aids
visibility.
Whichever engine you choose a 5 speed gearbox will
take the drive smoothly to the front wheels.
4 cylinder 2.0 litre petrol engine
Output: 62kw (84 bhp) at 4300 rpm
Max torque: 159 Nm at 2200 rpm
Electronically controlled fuel injection. Also available
with 3-way catalytic converter
4 cylinder 19
. litre diesel engine
Output: 45 kw (61 bhp) at 3700 rpm
Max torque: 127 Nm at 1700-2500 rpm
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TROOPER

Height 6'10M" Width exc. mirrors ff'/i"
Length I5*3X" Width inc. mirrors 7VA"
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A. Fully adjustable cab seat.
B. Fully adjustable swivelling cab seat.
C. Offset dinette table.
D. 2 burner/grill cooker with
refrigerator below.
E. Sink with cupboards and drawers
below.
F. Storage locker with removable
trays.
G. Dual access wardrobe with gas
locker below.
H. Parcel shelf with storage below.
I. Dinette seat with drawer below.
H & I. Convert to large double bed.
J. Table
Above H, I & J double bed.
K. Chemical toilet in special
cupboard.
L. Side door.
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5 cylinder 2.4 litre diesel engine
Output: 57 kw (78 bhp) at 3700 rpm
Max torque: 164 Nm at 1800-2200 rpm
Quality Build.

The Trooper and Trident comply with the SMMT
Motorcaravan Construction Code.

Auto-Sleepers Limited, Orchard Works, Willersey,
Nr. Broadway, Worcestershire, WR12 7PT, England.
Telephone: (0386) 853338 Fax: (0386) 858343.

A Company
to Excellence.
www.vwT4camper.info - a useful site for
owners Committed
and enthusiasts
of Volkswagen T4 Transporter camper vans.
It is the continual policy of Volkswagen and Auto-Sleepers to seek to improve their vehicles in every way and so whilst the details set out in this brochure were correct at the time of going to press, they are unable to guarantee that no changes in specification have subsequently taken place.
They therefore reserve their rights to alter the specifications and price at any time without notice.

